
We just learned of the new Grounders class a couple days ago.   Chris thought he had informed 
us of the change but.. when I emailed him after a customer inquiry he searched his email and 
discovered he had not.   I am sure all of us has been guilty of that sometime in the past 🙂.   I 
know I have. 
 
We are actively working on getting a new release ready.  My best guess is end of the first week 
in Jan but…  no promises.. this is the holiday season.  
 
If you are not holding a Grounders class – please proceed as usual!! 
 
If you are holding a Grounders class and if you must start your trial before we can complete the 
changes for Grounders… the following is the BEST METHOD of setting up a Grounders class with 
version 3.1.1.19.  If you can wait a few weeks then please keep checking back on the Existing 
Customer web page for the update. 
 
I hope we have caught you before you start your trial with the new Grounders Class.  Even if 
you have already started entries and were planning on a Grounders class - if you haven't 
entered too many runs.. it might be worth starting over.  Setting up your trial using the method 
below will make life MUCH easier for you and exhibitors.  If you are starting your trial later in 
the month - check the AU website for Updates BEFORE starting the trial.   
 
 
Interim Solution: 
 
 
The new Grounders runs are scored the same as Hoopers but will have the Barrelers SCT times 
so...  until we can get Agility Unscrambled up to date please follow the following protocol 

1. In Trial Setup - 

a. On the Prices tab - you cannot change the Class name.  Since there is no longer a 
Hoopers this should not be a be an issue.  Just remember Hoopers = Grounders 

b. On the Runs (Classes) tab, in the Name field change the Hoopers 
to Grounders/Grounders 1/Grounders 2.  This will help reduce confusion in 
paperwork.  

i. When you enter the dogs the Run name will be listed as Grounders. 
ii. Confirmation letters will list Grounders as the Run Name 

iii. Scribe Sheets will list Hoopers in the title but list Grounders as the Run 
Name 

iv. Run orders and other reports will list Grounders as the Run Name 

2. When you score  and click on the Enter Standard Course Times button 
a. check the box for the 5-point extra points option 



b. change the SCT to Barrelers SCT.  I am sure this info is on NADAC's web site but... 
I have included screenshots from Agility Unscrambled to aid your scorekeeper in 
setting things up correctly.  I suggest you print the screen shots below and take 
them to the trial.  Under trial pressure the screen shot will help the score keeper 
be accurate in the entering of SCT. 

3. When you email the electronic file to NADAC please let them know that they need to 
change the Class designation in the Electronic file to reflect Grounders instead of 
Hoopers.  It will be obvious 🙂 but considerate to mention it. 

 
 

 
 



 



 



 
 


